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Executive Summary
This is the evaluation report of a pilot research project undertaken by Club Soda, in
partnership with Alcohol Concern, from May 2015 to January 2016. The project was funded
by Hackney Council's Healthier Hackney Fund with additional resources from Club Soda.
This evaluation report has our key findings, conclusions, and recommendations. There is
an additional document with further details.
We wanted to answer the question “How can we encourage pubs and bars to be more
welcoming to customers who want to drink less alcohol or none at all?”
There are three areas of focus in this report: customers, pubs and bars, and local authority
licensing. Each has competing agendas and aims, and they are not the only actors who can
influence how pubs and bars operate.
The research methods included desk research, mystery shopping, interviews, an online
survey, co-design workshops, and experiments with pubs and bars.
We learnt just as much about the challenges of working in partnership with pubs and bars
as we did about what factors might influence change. We conclude that it is possible to
support pubs and bars to change their drinks offer and behaviour.
Our four recommendations are to:
1. Make the business case for venues to improve their offer to their non-drinking
customers
Some pubs and bars already recognise and act on the changes we have identified in
customer behaviour (lower alcohol consumption, increased demand for new kinds
of soft drinks and lower and non-alcoholic beers). They can see the financial value
in offering a wider range of non-alcoholic drinks. Sharing this information more
widely, via trade bodies, drink producers or customers, should improve the offer by
venues. This would directly impact the issue that prompted our research.

2. Share ideas and best practice among the venues
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During our research we saw many examples of activities undertaken by venues that
we would like to see spread more widely. These ideas could be spread by the
industry itself, and also by local authorities, in particular their licensing teams. A
self-assessment process and award scheme for venues would be just one way of
doing this. This could also include making it easier for venues to discover and stock
alternative drinks, especially those that are already popular, or which would fit their
business.
3. Articulate a clear understanding of expectations from industry and local
authorities, and demonstrate what ‘good’ looks like.
The aim of “promoting sensible drinking” is not well understood at the moment.
Local authorities, together with the industry, should set up clear expectations on
this to venues. A self-assessment tool that venues could use to rate and
demonstrate their compliance seems like the simplest way of achieving this, but
there should also be some peer or customer-led element to this, to give any
solution the necessary incentives.
4. Reward success
Relating to the previous points, and to add a further incentive for venues, all the
relevant stakeholders could come together to find and celebrate the outstanding
venues who are leading the way, in making themselves more welcoming to all of
their customers, whether they drink or not. Award schemes to reward these venues
could be set up both locally and nationally. A customer-rating element would make
these more likely to be embraced by the venues
To achieve this, any actions would need to consider:
★ Accommodating the nature of licensed venues as businesses
★ Scalability of the engagement
★ How to engage the key influencers
We also developed a theory of change which identifies the actions and activities we feel
would be most effective in achieving change within pubs and bars, and that we can
incorporate into more scalable prototype ideas to test. And we mapped the key behaviour
change techniques against these actions and activities.
This project will continue next year, in partnership with Blenheim CDP. We will further
develop and test a self-assessment and award scheme product to promote sensible
drinking, designed to deliver the four recommendations above in one scalable prototype.
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We will also build on our prototype experiment to design and promote a signposting
website to guide customers who want to reduce their drinking to supporting information
and services.

Key messages
Based on our findings, we also have messages to the three key stakeholder groups of this
project. These are:
To customers
★ Don’t panic at the bar. You are the customer, take your time and make sure the
staff show you the full range of drinks.
★ Ask for low-alcohol and non-alcoholic beers and wines. See what non-alcoholic
drinks they can make you from their cocktail ingredients. If you are a regular, ask
them to stock your favourite.
To pubs and bars
★ Paying more attention to your non-drinking customers is good for business. The
market is changing, and serving a better range of non-alcoholic drinks is good for all
your customers.
★ Pubs and bars already have lots of conditions that impact on their business, and it
looks like there could be more in the future. It would be in the interests of the
hospitality sector to work collaboratively to innovate ways to promote sensible
drinking that fit with business needs.
★ Sharing good practice within the sector can help disseminate creative solutions that
can be replicated to fit every type of venue and at a price that suits customers.
To councils and licensing
★ There is no shared understanding of what “promoting sensible drinking” means, or
a standard that defines what ‘good’ looks like. There is an opportunity to clarify this,
and use the concept to create real change in the behaviour of licensed venues.
★ Licensing conditions can force some change to take place, but letting pubs and
bars, together with their customers, design, rate, and reward solutions will lead to
better engagement, and make it more likely that sustainable change will happen.
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About Club Soda and Alcohol Concern
Club Soda is a small start-up social business (www.joinclubsoda.co.uk). They support
individuals to change their drinking, whether they want to cut down, stop for a bit, quit, or
stick. Club Soda is a healthy lifestyle platform, supporting people achieve and maintain
positive behaviour change. It brings everything a person needs into one place:
ê Peer-support through an online community, buddying, events and pub socials
ê Connecting with services that may support them (experts and perks)
ê Curated content
ê Online and ‘real world’ workshops and programmes
ê Goal setting and progress monitoring tools
Alcohol Concern (www.alcoholconcern.org.uk) is a small independent charity that is
committed to reducing harm from alcohol-related problems. We work throughout England
and Wales to help people understand the dangers of drinking too much and to fight for
varied and effective treatment services for the people who need it. Our small team works
incredibly hard to help reduce alcohol-related harm in communities nationwide. We also
campaign at a national level to try and make a difference to the lives of people who have
been affected by alcohol.
In November 2015 Alcohol Concern launched their Zero Alcohol Awards to recognise and
reward the range of zero alcohol drinks provided by retailers, bars and pubs across the
country, alongside the innovators bringing new products to the market and creating new
environments to enjoy them in.

About the authors
Laura is the founder of Club Soda. After spending most of her adult life in local
government politics (as an elected member in Islington) and running various
charities she decided it was time to give up the day job and take one of her
ideas and run with it. Club Soda was born from her experience of quitting
drinking, and realising there was little out there to support people to a selfguided journey to change their drinking.
Jussi has a PhD in Social Sciences (Economics with Statistics) from the University
of Turku in Finland. After two years of post-doc academic research in
econometrics, he spent a decade in financial services, working in risk
management roles at major UK banks. He is now self-employed and a cofounder of Club Soda.
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1. Why is this research important?
The aim of the Dalston Burst project was to start finding
solutions to a common problem. Club Soda members often
complain that there is never anything interesting to drink on a
night out in the pub. But pubs and bars tell us that there is very
little demand for non-alcoholic drinks. There is clearly a
mismatch of expectations. We will look at the issue from the
perspectives of customers, licensed venues, and local
authorities.

1.1 Customers
Club Soda members tell us that a fear of having to give up your social life can be a major
barrier to changing their drinking habits. We believe that it is possible and desirable for
those who want to cut down or quit drinking to still spend time in familiar social spaces,
such as pubs and bars.

Club Soda’s Rebel Non-Drinking booklet has been picked up by
over 1,000 people as a practical guide to navigating the pub
while cutting down or quitting drinking.
The number of young people who drink is reducing, and sobriety and moderation are on
the increase in all age groups (see Findings, below). Are pubs and bars failing to move with
the times and capture this emerging market? Could licensed venues in Dalston and
elsewhere increase sales and customer satisfaction by becoming more welcoming of all of
their customers, whether they want to drink alcohol or not?

“The drinking culture is such a big part of the London culture, and it's hard to integrate when
you don't drink/don't drink that much.” Online survey response
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1.2 Pubs and bars
The “Health on the High Street” report by the Royal Society for Public Health considers
pubs and bars as beneficial to community health and wellbeing1. Three-quarters of the
people surveyed believe pubs and bars support social interaction, and one-third believe
they have a positive effect on mental wellbeing.
On the other hand, almost two-thirds also believe these venues discourage healthy
choices. The report notes that looking at pubs and bars “simply as purveyors of alcohol”
would be misleading, since “they do have other benefits to overall health and wellbeing
and therefore in the round we see them as having a more positive contribution to the
health of a high street – up to a point.” The positive contributions include acting as
community hubs and social space, reducing isolation. This is an important point - seeing
the purpose of pubs and bars as enabling socialising, rather than as enabling drinking
alcohol.
If, as a society, we see pubs and bars as culturally and socially important, then we also
have to take into account the difficult financial situation of the industry. Pubs are closing in
large numbers. The latest statistics confirm the changes: pub visits and alcohol sales by
volume are down, while drinking at home is more popular2.
Demand for non-alcoholic drinks in licensed venues is increasing. Yet even beer writers
worry about the state of soft drinks in pubs. Pete Brown writes in the Morning Advertiser,
a trade journal, about pubs being “daft” with their “dire soft drink offerings”, and having
“no interest” in them3.

“You have to have a thick skin as 'the pub' experience is geared to drinkers.”
Online survey response

However, soft drink servings for some venues are going up as they compete with coffee
shops for day-time trade (such as All Bar One4 where non-alcoholic drink sales now
outstrip alcohol sales). And traditional coffee shops moving into evening alcohol sales5 is
an indicator of the wider changes taking place in this market.
1

www.rsph.org.uk/en/policy-and-projects/campaigns/health-on-the-high-street/index.cfm

2

www.hscic.gov.uk/catalogue/PUB14184/alc-eng-2014-rep.pdf

3

www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/Drinks/Beer/Beer-fails-to-make-the-grade

4

www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/retailandconsumer/
leisure/11252998/Pubs-no-longer-all-about-alcohol-says-All-Bar-One-owner.html

5

www.standard.co.uk/news/london/
pret-a-manger-and-starbucks-to-sell-alcohol-in-uk-stores-after-london-trials-a3188591.html
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1.3 Licensing
Alcoholic drink producers, venues and trade associations talk about responsible or
sensible drinking - a goal shared with local authorities and public health bodies. But what
does “promoting sensible drinking” really mean, and what concrete actions can be taken to
achieve these goals?

2. Aim of the research
Since enabling individuals to make positive behaviour changes is what drives us at Club
Soda, we wanted to see if there was a way to reduce the barriers to a good night out for
people who want to drink less, or no, alcohol.

“I often miss drinking, but quite often I find it quite easy not to be drinking, providing there is a
suitable alternative.” Online survey response
We know that there are already over five million adults in the UK who have tried to cut
down, and still want to
reduce their drinking6. Also,
many individuals simply
don’t want to drink alcohol
every time they go to the
pub. We thought it would be
interesting to look at what
pubs and bars offer, rather
than on the behaviour of
their customers. This is not
to say that there isn’t scope
to try to influence the
drinking habits of the
population at large. But this
research is only looking at behaviour change for the operators of licensed venues. [Photo:
Club Soda low and no alcohol beer tasting event, October 2015]

There are possible top-down policy changes that would influence venue operators, for
example higher taxes or sales restrictions for certain drinks. We wanted instead to explore

6

Drinkaware Monitor 2014, available from www.drinkaware.co.uk/about-us/knowledge-bank/drinkawareresearch/drinkaware-monitor
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solutions that would be not only acceptable, but even desirable for licensed venues. In
other words, we want to find carrots, rather than sticks.
The question we set out to answer was:

How can we encourage pubs and bars to be more welcoming to
customers who want to drink less alcohol or none at all?
It is worth referring back to this question while reading the report, because it is really easy
to forget that it is the venues we are trying to influence, not their customers.

3. Methodology
The project was broken down into
four distinct areas of research:
desk research; mystery shopping;
surveys, interviews and co-design
workshops; and field
experiments. We describe the
research topics and
methodologies used briefly
below. Further details on both the
methodology and our findings can
be found in the accompanying
Additional Findings document.
[Photo: Customer co-design workshop, June 2015]
Desk Research
We explored market trends, and the many pressures and influences on licensed venues,
including:
ê Customer trends
ê Pub and bar industry insights
ê The soft drinks industry
ê The role of pub companies and wholesale ties
ê Staff and training
ê The role of public health and voluntary organisations
ê The role of licensing
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Mystery shopping
In our mystery shopping exercise, a Club Soda researcher walked into a bar and asked:
“What non-alcoholic drinks do you have?”
The bar tender’s response was recorded, with all the different drinks offered. In addition,
how non-alcoholic drinks were displayed and whether any visible promotion was noted.
Surveys, interviews, and co-design workshops
We undertook online surveys and interviews with venues, customers, soft drinks
producers, and licensing and public health professionals. We ran two co-design
workshops7, one with venues and one with customers, to find out where in the customer
journey there might be opportunities for change. Both groups developed several ideas,
some of which we explored further in the field experiments.
Field experiments
We took three ideas from the co-design workshops for further development and testing.
All three experiments are at this stage pilot feasibility studies, rather than full-blown trials
which would not have been possible with the resources available for this project. Based on
the findings from these experiments, we hope to develop the most promising ideas
further.
A feasibility study to test venue managers’ appetite to self-assess how well they are
promoting sensible drinking. This would take the form of a self-assessment tool
they could use, and also an online customer rating system and a local award
scheme. If the venues were made more aware of their customers’ demands, and
the practical steps they can take to meet their needs, would this change their
perceptions and practices?
RebootMy.Life website - To help us understand whether venues would be willing
to provide information about alcohol support services in their venues. For this
feasibility study we designed stickers to be put up in toilet mirrors, and created a
very simple support signposting website.
Stocking alternative drinks - To test venues’ appetite for selling and promoting
non-alcoholic beer and new, locally produced soft drinks, we ran an experiment
with these drinks.

7

An approach to service or product design, attempting to actively involve all stakeholders in the design
process to help ensure the result meets their needs.
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Beer tastings
Club Soda organises occasional low and no-alcohol beer tasting events. They accidentally
became a part of this project, as we held one in Dalston and invited some of the venues
we had worked with to come along. This then led to further collaboration.
Intensive interaction with one venue
We found a volunteer licensee at our beer tasting event, and their venue became the main
focus of the experiments (especially the alternative drinks one). We have chronicled this
relationship and the outcomes in more detail, as they show how a shift in behaviour can
be achieved. We also interviewed a number of other managers for the first two
experiments.

4. About Dalston
Dalston is a district of London Borough of Hackney, sometimes claimed to be the "coolest
place in Britain”. Its pubs and bars are mainly independent local businesses, rather than
part of major chains or brands.

5. Findings
We have gathered our main findings into three categories: changes in customer behaviour,
the constraints faced by pubs and bars, and the role of licensing. These are summarised
below. More findings can be found in the accompanying Additional findings document
(available here).

5.1 Customer behaviour is important
Drinking habits are shifting
Alcohol consumption in Britain is slowly reducing. This is particularly the case among
younger people: over a quarter of 18 to 24-year-olds now say that they do not drink at all,
and fewer are binge drinking8. In one small survey, as many as 81% of people who do drink
alcohol said they wanted to moderate their drinking in some way9. And since consumption
at home has increased slightly in recent years, it means that drinking in pubs and bars is
reducing at an even faster rate than the overall figures10.

8

www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/healthandlifeexpectancies/
compendium/opinionsandlifestylesurvey/2015-03-19/adultdrinkinghabitsingreatbritain2013

9

Future Foundation, nVision Research 2015
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www.hscic.gov.uk/catalogue/PUB14184/alc-eng-2014-rep.pdf
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Research for major soft drinks producer BritVic has
discovered that 73% of licensed venue operators believe
the demand for soft drinks to be growing11.
Research by drinks producer AB InBev confirms the
growing demand for non-alcoholic beer in the UK. A
survey of 2,000 adults found that 31% had tried a nonalcoholic beer, and that younger people and, in
particular, Londoners are the most eager consumers: a
fifth of both groups prefer a non-alcoholic beer when
they go out to pubs and bars12. [Photo: Customer journey
exercise from co-design workshop, June 2015]

Non-drinking customers plan ahead
An important finding from our workshop with customers was that planning and
preparation for a night out can take a lot time and effort for someone who wants to drink
less than their friends. This includes questions about the venue (“will they have a loweralcohol lager”? or “will it be busy?”), and actions by themselves (“will I be the first to leave?”)
and by others (“is everyone else going to get smashed?”). All of this will influence their
choice of venue, and trying to decide in advance what they may order.
Apprehension, anxiety, even panic about the situation was noted by all teams. Buying
rounds was also mentioned as a distressing aspect of a night out, both at the workshop
and in the online survey (“Everyone else's drinks are expensive - not fair”).

“I would like to be strong enough to refuse a drink while in a drinking environment. I find
my designated "non-drinking" days involve staying at home.”
“Need to drink more low alcohol alternatives, and to decide to 'cap' my drinking before I
go out. Unplanned drinking is always the worst.”
“I would like to socialize more with friends who do go out to pubs more often.”
Online survey responses

11

www.bighospitality.co.uk/Business/73-of-hospitality-operators-see-soft-drinks-as-growth-area

12

www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/Drinks/Soft-Hot-Drinks/Alcohol-free-beer-no-longer-a-pint-sized-issue
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Panic at the bar
A seemingly small issue came up several times during our project: the moment of panic
many customers feel when ordering at the bar. Especially in a busy venue most people are
unlikely to ask about the different choices available, and instead default to either what is
the first thing they see, or what they are used to ordering. This can lead to unwanted
purchases if the customer is trying to cut down on their drinking.
The best examples of this issue came up in our workshop with customers. Ordering at the
bar was considered by many participants as the most difficult part of going to pubs and
bars if they want to drink less. Several ideas came up to deal with this issue, such as soda
fountains with pre-purchased tokens, or order slips where you tick the drink you want, so
that non-drinking customers don’t have to order non-alcoholic drinks at the bar several
times a night.

“When the pubs are busy and the bar is packed with people waiting to order it's very
challenging to start asking what non-alcoholic drinks they have (it feels like ending up
having a negotiation, waiters are not very willing to help, they feel anxiety, they feel like a
burden) and so they opt for their default alcoholic choice.” Online survey response
Customers want to see non-alcoholic drinks presented well and visible on menus
There is still some stigma attached to drinking non-alcoholic drinks in pubs and bars. In
the prototyping design, many teams in our workshops dealt with making non-alcoholic
drinks more adult/sexy/visible/socially acceptable, or even making them “aspirational”.
Some specific ideas included non-alcoholic
drinks menus, non-alcoholic cocktail (or
“mocktail”) training for bar staff, always
including soft drinks in any happy hour deals,
and creating a “ceremony” around the serving of
non-alcoholic drinks, or a mobile app helping
bar staff (or anyone else) create mocktails and
other new drinks from ingredients already
available in most venues. [Photo: Dalston bar
fridges - soft drinks are at the very bottom]

Our experiments with new soft drink and non-alcoholic beer sales and promotion showed
that it is possible to successfully introduce them into venues. This may be a slow process
13
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though: the sales weren’t very big to begin with. And one pub manager warned us that it
would probably take some time for customers to notice and start ordering any new
options.
“It's got to taste bloody amazing. It's got to taste better than the other drinks at the bar. I
had a virgin cocktail at the Holborn Grind - it was the perfect mocktail - smooth with a
strong flavour, and absolutely beautifully presented. Soft drinks usually don't have the
artistry or glamour of cocktails.”
“I don't want to be the person drinking coke or orange juice out of a tall glass with a fat
straw ( that screams "I'm not drinking" )”
Online survey responses

What this told us
★ There is a growing demand for non-alcoholic drinks in pubs and bars. This applies
to non-alcoholic beer as well as soft drinks.
★ Customers would like to see more ‘grown up’ soft drink choices, special offers, and
a good presentation of their choice.
★ Some customers try to choose venues based on their non-alcoholic drink options.
★ It does not matter how practiced we are at using pubs, we still panic at the bar and
opt for the default/practised/obvious option.

5.2 Pubs and bars are constrained
Pubs and bars are slow to react
In a survey13 of more than 200 pub licensees, 35% said they don’t currently stock any
premium soft drinks brands. Interestingly, venues seem to accept the importance of nonalcoholic options: 57% of pubs say that soft drinks have become a more important part of
their drinks range, but the average pub still only stocks less than 10 soft drinks. 65% also
said they would like to increase their soft drink sales. Another survey14 of licensed venues
(including hotels and restaurants) found that 73% of managers believe soft drinks to be an
area of growth for them, this belief isn’t matched with action, as seen in other survey
findings. For example, half of all venues stock fewer than 10 soft drink brands, and only 7%
stock more than 20; and more than half (55%) offer cocktails, only a third (33%) offer
mocktails.

13

The Publican’s Morning Advertiser, 19 November 2015
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www.bighospitality.co.uk/Business/73-of-hospitality-operators-see-soft-drinks-as-growth-area
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In our own online survey, the limited choice and poor quality of non-alcoholic drinks in
pubs and bars was frequently cited by the customers as an issue affecting them.

“I know what I'd like, but it's unlikely it would be there (alcohol free beer). Failing that, no
idea. There's not usually anything else that I actually want to spend my money on.”
Online survey response

And our mystery shopping findings confirm this picture. In most of the venues we visited,
the choice tends to be limited to carbonated soft drinks, mixers, and juices. A small
minority of pubs stock one non-alcoholic beer, most don’t have any. Cocktail bars do offer
to make mocktails as well, although these are not always listed on their menus.
The soft drinks market is dominated by two companies
The two largest soft drink producers and distributors, Britvic and Coca Cola Enterprises,
have a combined market share of 82%15. There are a number of new and smaller entrants
to the soft drinks market. In Hackney, Square Root Soda and Dalston Cola are two wellknown local producers. Even such strong local brands with great products find it very hard
to get their drinks into pubs and bars (they do better in cafes and restaurants). There are
many reasons for this situation.
For historical reasons (because soft drinks were mainly seen as a mixer), many venues buy
their soft drinks from the same provider as their spirits. It is hard for new entrants to get
listed with these suppliers. Even if they do carve out a niche for themselves, the big
suppliers dominate the wholesale market. Venues understandably want to make ordering
their stock easy, by using as few suppliers as possible.
This makes product discovery hard for venues who will stay with safe, tried and tested
drinks. In our experiment with stocking alternative drinks, we found that once the venue
knew something was liked by customers, they were more inclined to sell and promote it,
and once the discussion was opened it was easier for us to make other recommendations
too. For example, our test venue chose to stock a non-alcoholic beer based on a beer
tasting event we organised, where they could taste the beer themselves, and see the
customer reactions. After the experiment had ended, the venue manager asked us to
organise a non-alcoholic beer tasting in their own venue as well, so that they could try
some more beers with a view to stocking some that would fit in with their business.

15

www.britvic.com/~/media/Files/B/Britvic-V3/documents/pdf/br0235-britvic-soft-drinks-review-s12.pdf
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Idea from co-design workshop
Man drinks!
Soft drink products that are “man friendly” and therefore more acceptable to male
customers as a replacement for beer and spirits. Create non-alcoholic drink
products with design, branding and marketing with a more male-orientated slant.
Because “elderflower cordial isn’t macho!“
Ties and managed pubs
The pub tie for beer has been a long-standing issue for the industry. A Government report
on the pub industry found that nearly two-thirds of all pubs were tied to a wholesaler
supplier, either as a managed pub or a tied tenant.16 This means that many pubs are
severely restricted in their choice of wholesale drink purchases, and may not be able to
offer new soft drinks even if the manager wanted to. They may also have to pay up to 30%
above market prices for their drinks, further worsening their already difficult finances17. As
already noted, Dalston venues are mainly independent, rather than part of major chains.
Several interviewees mentioned the fact that pub companies (like supermarkets) get paid
by major drinks brands for prominent placement of their products in the venues - within
eyeline or on the top shelf of fridges. This practice further reduces the visibility of nonalcoholic drinks.
Another restriction on customer choice is due to soft drink serving equipment. The major
operators are able to lease soft drink guns to venues for their main products (carbonated
soft drinks, e.g. cola and lemonade), which is convenient for the bar. But these deals come
with a catch - the venue will then be tied to the wholesaler, and will have to buy all of their
soft drinks from one company, which makes it impossible for new entrants to get their
products into many pubs and bars. This issue does not seem to apply in the same way to
cafes and restaurants, who usually have more freedom in choosing their soft drink
selection from several suppliers.
Student unions, as part of their deal through NUS Services Ltd (NUSSL) can only stock Coca
Cola Enterprises products in their bars, unless they apply for and are granted a special
dispensation (e.g. for local products or to cater for the diversity of their student

16

www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/398237
/bis-14-868-pub-companies-and-tenants-impact-assessment.pdf

17

www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/Operators/Enterprise-Inns/Dealing-with-Enterprise-Inns-A-cautionary-tale
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population). This £7 million a year contract for 5m litres of soft drinks restricts choice in
over 200 university and college bars18.

“There’s only one god in every bar and that’s the till.” Interview with pub company manager
Price and demand perceptions
The lower sugar content of the new craft sodas satisfies customer demand for drinks with
less sugar, but it also means that they come with a shorter shelf life. This discourages
some venues from offering products that they are not sure of selling on time19.
The higher cost of premium soft
drinks is also an issue. While some
customers may be willing to pay
extra for a nicer drink, the venues’
perception is that the cost is too
high, and that customers expect
soft drinks to be cheaper. There is
an element of truth in this, but venues don’t always upsell20 the premium soft drinks they
already offer. In our mystery shopping, staff nearly always started by offering the cheaper
products (coke and lemonade) on the soda gun first, and often needed to be prompted
about the more expensive soft drinks in the fridge. [Photo: Soda gun - in a Dalston pub]

Idea from co-design workshop
Cordial of the week
Offering new non-alcoholic flavours to try. A weekly changing cordial for sale
in a venue. Offering locally made, seasonal, healthier options whenever
possible. Promotion, both in the venue and on social media, and making the
drinks look tempting (dressing them well). Involving and engaging bar staff
in the idea. Letting customers and staff nominate the next cordial. Also good
for business if instead of drinking free tap water customers pay a little for
the cordial.

18
19
20

http://www.nus.org.uk/PageFiles/491/CocaCola_FAQs.pdf
Source: interview with a Dalston pub manager.
A sales term for selling a customer a more expensive product than they initially ordered or wanted.
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Culture/inertia
Pubs and bars are still an old-fashioned industry in many ways. There is limited innovation
or market segmentation. We are aware of a small number of counterexamples, such as
the handful of “dry bars” that have popped up in some cities, most pubs for example still
look and feel much as they’ve always done. One of our interviewees, with many years of
experience in the industry, said that most venues would not be interested in serving
anything other than “coke, lemonade, and ginger beer if you’re lucky”. It may also be that a
large number of customers do not really mind the current situation either, despite the
many complaints we heard during our research.

“I am trying to manage weight loss with giving up drinking so I don't particularly want to
be filling myself with sugary drinks or juice. I'm wondering if making water more
interesting (having water with cucumber infused, or lemon say) might be a good
alternative.” Online survey response
It is easy, however, to come up with new ideas to change things if venues and staff are
given time and support to do so. Our venues workshop came up with several practical,
easy to prototype ideas, such as “DIY mocktail packages” or “cordial of the week
promotions”.
We also got an encouraging result from our experiment with soft drinks and non-alcoholic
beer. Once these new drinks were introduced to a venue as part of this project, the venue
decided to keep them available even after the experiments were over.
The role of bar staff
Our online survey found that the role of bar staff was not considered to be very helpful by
people who want to drink less. One respondent said this: “Staff know a lot about alcohol (if
well trained) but aren't often taught to sell non-alcoholic drinks with the same knowledge
or interest.” Our mystery shopping findings support this view for many venues - although
we also had several very positive experiences with friendly and helpful bar staff.

“… and not being insulted by the bar staff for asking for alcohol free beer.”
“All I really wanted was a non-alcoholic beer. The waiting staff looked at me as if I was
mad when I asked if they had them on offer.”
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“It's rare for me not to be insulted or mocked by bar staff if I ask if they serve alcohol
free beer, even if they do actually sell it. If they don't serve it, it's unlikely they're willing to
tell me about their soft drink options, none of which I'd be particularly keen on anyway,
so it depends what they can be bothered to offer me. I wish all that I just said was an
exaggeration, but it's really not”
Online survey responses

Our interview and workshop observations are confirmed by a survey of hospitality
operators21 (hotels and restaurants as well as pubs and bars) which found that over half of
managers expect their staff to upsell or promote soft drinks, only about a quarter have
offered any training for this. And the poor quality of customer service is noted by
customers as well - one survey found that people think pubs and bars provide the poorest
customer service in the whole UK hospitality industry22.
We can guess at some of the reasons for this. Staff turnover rate in the hospitality industry
is high. Staff often do not stay in one venue, or even the entire industry, for long.
According to one estimate, nearly a million new staff will be needed by 2022.23 Diversifying
the workforce, upskilling, and better strategies for retention are three suggested ways of
maintaining sufficient levels of staff.
There is free training available from the alcoholic drinks industry (through suppliers and
brands) on wines and spirits and how to upsell them, but nothing on the same scale for
non-alcoholic drinks. There is more mentoring and sharing of good practice by the larger
companies who install and sell the mixers for soda guns, like Coca-Cola Enterprises24.
Smaller soft drink producers are at a disadvantage with their limited scale, compared to
the much better resourced dominant producers and distributors.
What the big suppliers demonstrate is that by making the business case to venues and
providing training, sales of soft drinks can be increased25.
Training for staff is often provided in-house, but even if delivered by an external provider
or through a pub company, the training often falls short of upselling soft drinks. Many do
train in coffee-making skills. Unsurprisingly, most of the training that does take place tends

21
22
23

www.bighospitality.co.uk/Business/73-of-hospitality-operators-see-soft-drinks-as-growth-area
www.morningadvertiser.co.uk/Running-your-pub/Training/Poll-shows-need-for-better-training-in-pubs
www.bighospitality.co.uk/Trends-Reports/High-staff-turnover-in-hospitality-causing-a-productivity-crisis

24

www.cokepubandbar.co.uk/

25

www.cokepubandbar.co.uk/make-more-money.html
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to be confined to the basic statutory requirements (safety, crime and disorder). There is an
opportunity to work with the training providers on skills that would support the aims of
this project.
With a little creativity (as we did in our co-design workshop), most pubs and bars could
easily improve their non-alcoholic drink offering by training their staff in, for example,
mixing mocktails (non-alcoholic cocktails). Understandably, this will not be a priority for
most venues when thinking about their limited resources for staff training.
Sustained engagement can change perceptions and behaviour
Throughout this project we engaged with one pub, whose manager expressed an interest
in finding out and doing more with the experiments. Their own assessment of where they
put alcoholic drinks in terms of importance for their venue was a self-confessed “0 out of
10” at the start. Throughout the various stages of the project, they engaged with Club Soda
in beer tastings, interviews, workshops, and hosting experiments. We document in the
diagram below the engagements and change journey
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with this one venue manager in more detail. It is worth noting that “time” came up as one
of the biggest factors affecting their capability for discovering new products, and
implementing other changes.
The physical environment
The physical environment of many venues is less than ideal. Lack of sufficient storage and
display space, the venue layout, and the bar furniture can all prevent venues from stocking
or selling a wider range of drinks. For example, a venue may not be able to have as many
fridges as they would like behind the bar, thus limiting the range of drinks they can have
on offer.
We came across these issues of physical space restrictions both in older purpose-built
pubs, and in modern venues that had been converted into bars from other uses. The
venues we spoke to were well aware of these issues where they exist, and also the impact
they are having on their business. But fixing them would be prohibitively expensive (or
simply impossible) for the venues.

Idea from co-design workshop
VIP Experience
Proactively welcoming bar, with enthusiastic/knowledgeable staff who cater good
service to non-drinking patrons. Advertising targeted at non-drinkers. Dedicated
soft drinks “sommelier”. Welcoming service at bar/cocktail-style service. Wide
selection of non-alcoholic drinks. A VIP lane at the bar for soft drinks. T-shirts saying
“ask about our amazing soft drinks”.
Comparison with other venues and the role of customer recognition
There are already some local and national award schemes for pubs and bars that
recognise behaviours relevant to this project. For example, the Best Bar None scheme
operates in several locations, the Scottish Pub & Bar Awards give out an “Award for Social
Responsibility”, and The Publican Awards have recently introduced a new category for
"Responsible Retailer of the Year".
We reviewed 29 relevant schemes within the drink, retail, and catering sectors and
identified potential features that might promote behaviour change:
★ Competition entry criteria and judging methods often lack transparency. This is not
helpful in terms of supporting behaviour change, and should be taken into account
in designing the ideal scheme
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★ Whether an industry or local authority based award, businesses do use the
outcomes as a way to attract new customers. Designing a scheme so that it has
marketing potential is important
★ We found no award schemes where customers or venues themselves act as the
judges, but feel that this would add value to the scheme
★ It is not clear whether an award on its own achieves behaviour change. The awards
that provide rewards at the end of other activities and interventions (All Bar
None/Healthy Catering Commitment) seem more likely to change behaviours
★ Nearly all competitions have annual ‘winners and ‘runners-up’. None of the
competitions we reviewed included a possibility for participants to score
themselves in relation to others (peer comparison), improve on their score year on
year, or win based on their progress
★ Apart from All Bar None, none of the competitions we reviewed encourage regular
or annual participation from the same applicants. This reduces incentives to act on
the feedback of information received
We know that venue managers know and talk to each other locally, both in formal settings
like PubWatch meetings and informally. We found that it was much easier to talk to venue
managers about this project if they had already heard about it from one of their peers.
This form of “peer pressure” between venues may partly explain the encouraging response
to our idea of a self-assessment tool for promoting sensible drinking and an
accompanying customer-rating website with an award scheme. The views of the venue
managers we spoke to about a self-assessment tool were cautiously positive. None of the
interviewees felt it would be much of an inconvenience to fill in a questionnaire. And their
views on customer ratings were even quite enthusiastic. All interviewees felt the customer
feedback would be useful to have, and would be keen to use the outcomes in their
advertising and promotion.
What this told us
★ Market domination by a small number of soft drink producers and
wholesalers/suppliers, as well as pubs being ‘tied’ to a single distributor, restrict
choice and make it hard to get new products on the market
★ Working with venue operators, to help them discover new products that fit their
business and have proven customer demand, can persuade them to try new
products, including non-alcoholic beers
★ Training staff to upsell premium drinks as well as to deal with the panic at the bar
(as discussed in the customer section) would improve the customer experience,
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and also improve sales of non-alcoholic drinks. There is scope to work with training
providers in this sector
★ Merely having a discussion (a ”brief intervention”) with a venue can begin to change
perceptions, but a move to action needs a scalable solution, and needs to recognise
the venue managers’ biggest pressure - lack of time
★ Rewarding venues through public and peer recognition can be a tool to deliver
behaviour change

5.3 The role of licensing
Current licensing policy
Hackney council’s Licensing Policy document26 echoes the national legal requirements. It
states that, when applying for a licence, venues should demonstrate how they will
promote sensible drinking. As examples, section LP4 of the policy mentions “the display of
safe drinking material or legal warnings” and “promotional events such as “happy hours”
or special offers”. And section 19 of the licensing conditions adds requirements on
measures used. For example, beer and cider need to be available in half pint glasses as
well as pint glasses. The document contains little further guidance as to how promotion of
sensible drinking could be achieved. Every council in England has similar conditions27.
Section LP4 does not seem enforceable in practice. In fact, of all the people we spoke to
during this project (venues, customers, even licensing professionals), nobody could give a
good definition of what “promoting sensible drinking” could mean in practice, beyond not
serving people when they are already very drunk.

Idea from co-design workshop
Snack + Soda
Soft drink + snack meal deal. Order a non-alcoholic drink and get a healthy snack
with it for free. Costs the same as a drink in a round, so you don’t feel cheated.
Late night levy schemes
Islington Council introduced a Late Night Levy in 2014. The levy is payable every year by all
premises’ licence holders that are authorised to sell alcohol between the hours of 00:01
and 06:00. The licensees who can demonstrate good management and best practice

26

Available from www.hackney.gov.uk/alcohol-licensing.htm
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arrangements get a 30% reduction of their levy28. The scheme’s objectives are based on
reducing crime and disorder rather than promoting sensible drinking as such, but it
demonstrates that councils can experiment with new ways of challenging and rewarding
licensed venues.
We have found no examples of schemes that are targeting good practice beyond crime
and disorder problems. As more councils consider introducing late night levy type
schemes with good practice rewards, there is an opportunity to take a wider view to
include other types of behaviour change as well, and look at how venues can develop and
share good practice.
Public health approaches
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance document PH24 “Alcoholuse disorders: prevention” gives 12 recommendations for prevention of alcohol harms29.
Recommendations 1 to 3 relate to increasing the price, restricting the marketing for, and
reducing the availability of alcohol. Recommendations 5 to 12 deal with interventions and
treatments for individuals. Recommendation 4 is the only relevant one for this project, but
although related to licensing, the detailed recommendations only cover “crime and related
trauma”, and sales to under-age or “intoxicated” people30.
The Public Health Responsibility Deal, the Government programme of voluntary action by
the industry was launched in 2011 (the programme’s current status is uncertain), and does
include some activities that are relevant to this project31. In particular, pledge A8(a),
“Alcohol Unit Reduction”, includes activities such as greater marketing and promotion of
lower ABV drinks and offering and promoting smaller measures (⅔ pints and smaller wine
glasses) in pubs and bars. This pledge was signed by the British Beer and Pub Association,
and by three businesses that operate licensed venues32.
An Institute of Alcohol Studies report from 2015 is very critical of most of the Responsibility
Deal programme outcomes, based in part by limited implementation and evaluation of the
pledges, as well as limited evidence of their effectiveness33.

28
29
30

www.islington.gov.uk/services/business-licensing/regulations/licences/Pages/Late-night-levy.aspx
www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph24

In the supporting Fieldwork report document it is noted that there is no definition of “intoxicated”, and that
the interpretation of the term varies from person to person.

31

32
33

responsibilitydeal.dh.gov.uk/
responsibilitydeal.dh.gov.uk/pledges/pledge/?pl=22
ias.org.uk/News/2015/09-November-2015-IAS-report-slams-Responsibility-Deal-alcohol-pledges.aspx
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An opportunity to change things from a public health perspective?
Currently, objections to licensing applications can only be considered on four criteria:
crime and disorder, public safety, public nuisance, and protection of children. In a recent
Local Government Association survey34, 90% of local council Directors of Public Health said
that adding a public health objective to the Licensing Act would help them do their jobs
more effectively.
In Scotland a fifth licensing objective, “promoting and improving public health”, has been in
place since 200535. In England, some local authorities have also started including public
health considerations into their licensing processes. For example, in Brighton & Hove, the
findings from a health impact assessment of flexible
licensing hours were integrated into the licensing
policy36. And in Portsmouth “the Licensing Authority
recognises the connection between excessive alcohol
consumption, poor health and cost to the Health
Authority.”37
From our field work findings, we can say that pubs
and bars would welcome more guidance on the
requirement to promote sensible drinking. And of
the venue managers we spoke to, all were at least
cautiously positive about the possibility of a selfassessment tool to rate their performance in this.
[Photo: Drinks experiments in a Dalston pub. Learning chalk boards disappear!]

The existing licensing objective to promote sensible drinking could already provide an
opportunity to test some activities to nudge venues. This could involve deploying
behaviour change techniques, empowering venues through information and selfassessment, as well as allowing for peer and customer recognition. Our feasibility study
tested this with a number of venues. There was appetite for something that felt less
punitive than restrictive new licensing conditions, and that offered some element of
reward as well.

34

www.local.gov.uk/web/guest/health-and-wellbeing-boards/-/journal_content/56/10180/7689300/NEWS

35

Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 www.gov.scot/Topics/Justice/policies/drugs-alcohol/alcohol-licensing

36
37

Brighton & Hove City Council, Statement of Licensing Policy 2011
Portsmouth City Council, Statement of Licensing Policy 2011
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Pub manager asked in interview if this public score could be used to promote their venue:
“Yes, would put on website, social media, a plaque on the wall. Good advertising."
Signposting support
Gambling venues are required to provide information about sources of support for
gambling problems. There is evidence of a positive impact of this type of intervention in
this setting38.
There are no similar requirements for pubs and bars to signpost their customers, many of
whom may be worried about their drinking habits, to any support services. We wanted to
test whether venues would voluntarily display similar information.
Our small feasibility study on putting
information stickers up in venue toilets had
a less than positive response. None of the
managers we spoke to actually refused to
put the stickers up in their venue toilets, but
none seemed very keen on the idea either.
And our particular stickers were
purposefully designed not to look like
traditional public health information. They
did not stay in place long (though the easy
to remove ‘static’ design of them did not
help). Whether venues would voluntarily
keep such materials, no matter how
attractively designed, in place in the longer
term is unknown. Alternative, more robust, collateral, such as posters or adverts on
electronic display screens, may prove more effective and durable. [Image: Stickers used in
venue toilets, with website URL.]

Even though the stickers were only seen by the public for a short time, the RebootMy.Life
website did receive some visits, and those visitors spent some time looking at the
information. The site was not promoted elsewhere and was hidden from search engines,
so any visits could only come from people who had seen the stickers in a venue.

38

www.responsiblegamblingtrust.org.uk/media/1177/obhm-report-final-version.pdf
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There is also some research indicating that visible public health messages can in fact
increase alcohol consumption39. An alternative approach and more creative thinking to the
signposting question is needed and is worth exploring further.
What this told us
★ There is scope for using venue licensing processes to influence how pubs and bars
cater for people wanting to drink less or not all. There is an opportunity in the
licensing application process, which may be worth exploring before adding new
public health conditions.
★ Displaying signposting information in venues has the potential to be good for
customers, we need further work to see if this is the most effective method, and on
how to encourage venues to participate.
★ The review of licensing policy in Hackney is currently a hot topic, and there may be
an opportunity to try some new initiatives in partnership with venues.

6. Conclusions
Our research has shown that it is possible to change the behaviour of pubs and bars.
However, this is not straightforward. There are areas of learning that can help in any
future work in this area, as follows:
Accommodating the nature of the
business
Pubs and bars operate on tight financial
margins, in premises that may not have
been designed for modern requirements.
No two venues are the same. Depending
on their location and their customer base,
the demand for drinks will differ as well.
The same applies to the market for nonalcoholic or low-alcohol options. Such
variations also evolve over time, making
generalisation even more difficult.

39

Antony Moss et al. (2012) The effects of responsible drinking messages on attentional allocation and
drinking behavior. Addictive Behaviors, volume 44, pages 94–101.
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Scalability of engagement
Throughout this project we had a close relationship with one licensee, who now manages
two venues in Hackney. Through ongoing engagement and contact during the nine
months of this project, we did manage to change her behaviours in terms of what she
serves at her venues.
We were able to track her journey and
learn more about the barriers,
opportunities and pitfalls. It was
labour and time intensive. So in order
to change the behaviour of larger
numbers of venue operators, we will
need to look for solutions that are
more easily scalable. We also believe
that deploying a number of behaviour
change techniques will help achieve
impact.
Engaging the key influencers
Above we outlined the key pressures
facing licensed venues, but key to
change is engaging as wide a range of
the influencers as possible - whilst not covered in this study it would be worth capturing
who the agents for and against change are and how to engage them.
To make change happen in this sector there is a need to:
★ Design activities to deploy a number of behaviour change techniques to achieve
maximum impact from the time and energy spent
★ Consider whether there is an opportunity to make better use of the existing
licensing powers
★ Engage more stakeholders than just individual pubs and bars - this includes pub
companies, wholesalers and suppliers, peers and others who all have an influential
role in this sector
★ Customers are the key stakeholders and beneficiaries, so need to be empowered to
take an active role in shaping the way pubs and bars evolve
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7. Recommendations
With our findings in mind, there are a number of behaviour change techniques that we see
as potentially effective in developing initiatives, support, and interventions with licensed
venues. From our experiences with venues in Dalston and the evidence around pressures
and influences in the sector we feel that, just as is the case with individuals, employing
several behaviour change techniques at the same time increases chances of success.
We have used the behaviour change technique (BCT) taxonomy developed by Professor
Susan Michie from University College London and her colleagues to guide our thinking on
the potential actions and activities40. We have mapped the recommendations and activities
that we think could achieve positive impact to the relevant BCTs below. In each case,
activities and their design need to be driven by both customers’ and venues’ needs.
Our four recommendations are:
1. Make the business case for venues to improve their offer to their non-drinking
customers
Some pubs and bars already recognise and act on the changes we have identified in
customer behaviour (lower alcohol consumption, increased demand for new kinds
of soft drinks and lower and non-alcoholic beers). They can see the financial value
in offering a wider range of non-alcoholic drinks. Sharing this information more
widely, via trade bodies, drink producers or customers, should improve the offer by
venues. This would directly impact the issue that prompted our research.
2. Share ideas and best practice among the venues
During our research we saw many examples of activities undertaken by venues that
we would like to see spread more widely. These ideas could be spread by the
industry itself, and also by local authorities, in particular their licensing teams. A
self-assessment process and award scheme for venues would be just one way of
doing this. This could also include making it easier for venues to discover and stock
alternative drinks, especially those that are already popular, or which would fit their
business.

40

Details of the taxonomy can be found at www.ucl.ac.uk/behaviour-change-techniques
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3. Articulate a clear understanding of expectations from industry and local
authorities, and demonstrate what ‘good’ looks like
The aim of “promoting sensible drinking” is not well understood at the moment.
Local authorities, together with the industry, should set up clear expectations on
this to venues. A self-assessment tool that venues could use to rate and
demonstrate their compliance seems like the simplest way of achieving this, there
should also be some peer or customer-led element to this, to give any solution the
necessary incentives.
4. Reward success
Relating to the previous points, and to add a further incentive for venues, all the
relevant stakeholders could come together to find and celebrate the outstanding
venues who are leading the way, in making themselves more welcoming to all of
their customers, whether they drink or not. Award schemes to reward these venues
could be set up both locally and nationally. A customer-rating element would make
these more likely to be embraced by the venues.
The table below provides some more detail, with the key activities and influencers
for each of the four recommendations, as well as the relevant behaviour change
techniques.

Recommendation

Key activities

Key influencers

Relevant BCTs

Make the business

Ongoing
communication of
market and
customer trends,
alongside those of
alcohol consumption
- through a variety of
channels and using a
number of methods

Trade bodies,
media, drinks
producers,
customers.

BCT 9.1 - Credible source

case for venues to
improve their offer to
their non-drinking
customers

[of information for change]
BCT 9.2 - Pros and cons
[identifying and comparing]
BCT 9.3 - Comparative
imagining of future
outcomes
BCT 10.1 - Material
incentive
BCT 10.2 - Material reward
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Share ideas and best
practice among the
venues

Provide examples
and ideas from
similar venues about
how to promote nonalcoholic drinks,
manage stock,

Licensing,
trade bodies,
media/
bloggers,
suppliers, drinks
producers,
consumers

storage, display and
increase sales, staff

BCT 1.6 - Discrepancy
between current behavior
and goal
BCT 4.1 - Instruction on
how to perform the
behavior

training.

BCT 6.1 - Demonstration of
the behavior

Share information

BCT 6.2 - Social comparison
[with other venues]

about drinks popular
with customers, from

BCT 6.3 - Information about
others’ approval [e.g.
customers]

an independent third
party source.

BCT 8.2 - Behaviour
substitution

Showcase/tailor
information towards
brands that fit their
venue and customer
base. Discovering
easily what other
venues like them do.
Articulate a clear

Revisit licensing

understanding of

policy, emphasise

expectations from

the aim of

industry and local

‘encouraging

authorities and show

sensible drinking’

what good looks like

Licensing,
pub companies,
industry bodies,
other venues

BCT 1.1 - Goal setting
(behavior)
BCT 1.6 - Discrepancy
between current behavior
and goal
BCT 2.3 - Self-monitoring of
behaviour
BCT 4.1 - Instruction on
how to perform the
behavior
BCT 6.2 - Social comparison
[with other venues]
BCT 9.1 - Credible source
[of information for change]
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Reward success

Find ways for key
influencers to rate
and/or reward
venues’ behaviour

Licensing, industry
bodies, customers,
media, other
venues

Make regular selfassessment a

BCT 2.2 - Feedback on
behavior
BCT 2.7 - Feedback on
outcomes of behaviour
BCT 6.2 - Social comparison

condition of a licence

BCT 6.3 - Information about
others’ approval

Allow venues to

BCT 10.1 - Material

compare and rate
their performance
against their peers

incentive
BCT 10.2 - Material reward
BCT 10.4 - Social reward
BCT 13.1 Identification of
self as role model

Key messages
Based on our findings, we also have messages to the three key stakeholder groups of this
project. These are:
To customers
★ Don’t panic at the bar. You are the customer, take your time and make sure the
staff show you the full range of drinks.
★ Ask for low-alcohol and non-alcoholic beers and wines. See what non-alcoholic
drinks they can make you from their cocktail ingredients. If you are a regular, ask
them to stock your favourite.
To pubs and bars
★ Paying more attention to your non-drinking customers is good for business. The
market is changing, and serving a better range of non-alcoholic drinks is good for all
your customers.
★ Pubs and bars already have lots of conditions that impact on their business, and it
looks like there could be more in the future. It would be in the interests of the
hospitality sector to work collaboratively to innovate ways to promote sensible
drinking that fit with business needs.
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★ Sharing good practice within the sector can help disseminate creative solutions that
can be replicated to fit every type of venue and at a price that suits customers.
To councils and licensing
★ There is no shared understanding of what “promoting sensible drinking” means, or
a standard that defines what ‘good’ looks like. There is an opportunity to clarify this,
and use the concept to create real change in the behaviour of licensed venues.
★ Licensing conditions can force some change to take place, but letting pubs and
bars, together with their customers, design, rate, and reward solutions will lead to
better engagement, and make it more likely that sustainable change will happen.
We have created a theory of change to test in the next project (see the next section). That
takes these high impact recommended actions and tests them through a prototype
product.
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8. What next?
In partnership with Blenheim CDP and Hackney Council, Club Soda will be building on our
initial research in 2016/17.
We will build a prototype that brings together a number of behaviour change techniques
into one product. It will recognise the importance of self-assessment, sharing good
practice, peer and customer recognition and the need to reward ongoing improvement
and innovation by venues.
It will also test further how in-venue information to signpost individuals who may be
worried about their drinking can be effectively deployed.
There will also be opportunities for the local authority to test licensing policy around
‘promoting sensible drinking’ that could support the use and implementation of the
product.
This project is part-funded by Hackney Council’s Healthier Hackney Fund, and we are
looking for other funders and corporate partners for match funding.
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